Violence

Violence has affected my life because on television on the news people die in the craziest ways. I find it crazy how people have so much of this thing called hate. Hate and Jealousy are what causes violence. People kill other people for just merchandise and brand named things. I'm thinking in my head is that worth it killing someone just for some brand. People throw away their future to show violence by shooting someone who is innocent for some shoes. Ways to prevent violence is don't encourage it go against it if you see a fight don't just stand their and watch call police authority becaue fighting can lead to knives and knives can lead to guns. And I just want the readers to think about it.
Vocabulary

Words that are difficult to understand:

Because it is a word that is not commonly used in everyday speech.

Example: The word 'elusive' means that something is hard to find or catch.

For example, it can be used to describe a person who is difficult to catch or a situation that is hard to solve.

Some other words that are useful to know:

- Delicate
- Insure
- Bore
- Public

Because of these words, I can better understand the context of the passage.
you might have saved someone's life and that's what I have to say about violence.
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you might have made a omission. As for me, I took a bit of a curve to end sport violence.